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ABSTRACT
While deep neural models have gained successes on information ex-
traction tasks, they become less reliable when the amount of labeled
data is limited. Thus, we propose to annotate frequent surface pat-
terns to form labeling rules. These rules can be automatically mined
from large text corpora and generalized via a soft rule matching
mechanism. In this paper, we present a neural approach to ground
rules for relation extraction, named NERO, which jointly learns a
relation extraction module and a soft matching module to use these
rules. The soft matching module extends the coverage of rules on
semantically similar instances and augments the learning on unla-
beled corpus. Experiments on two public datasets demonstrate the
eectiveness of NERO when compared with both rule-based and
semi-supervised baselines. Additionally, the learned soft matching
module is able to predict on new relations with unseen rules, and
can provide interpretation on matching results. With extensive user
study, we nd that the time eciency for a human to annotate rules
and sentences are similar (0.30 vs. 0.35 min per label). Particularly,
NERO’s performance using 270 rules is comparable to the models
trained using 3,000 labeled sentences, yielding a 9.5x speedup. We
release our code1 to the community for future research.
1 INTRODUCTION
Relation extraction (RE) plays a key role in information extraction
tasks and knowledge base construction, which aims to identify
the relation between two entities in a given sentence. For exam-
ple, given the sentence “Bill Gates is the founder of Microsoft”
and an entity pair (“Bill Gates”, “Microsoft”), a relation classier
is supposed to predict the relation of ORG:FOUNDED_BY. Recent ad-
vance in neural language processing has shown that neural models
[38–40] gained great success on this task, yielding state-of-the-art
performance when a large amount of well-annotated sentences are
available. However, these supervised learning methods degrade
dramatically when the sentence-level labels are insucient. This
problem is partially solved by the use of distant supervision based
on knowledge bases (KBs) [22, 32]. They usually utilize an existing
1https://github.com/INK-USC/REGD
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Figure 1: Current rule-based methods mostly rely on ex-
act/hard matching to raw corpus and suer from limited
coverage. For example, the rule body of p3 onlymatches sen-
tence s1 but is also similar to s2 and s3, which express the
same relation as p3. A “soft rule matching" mechanism is de-
sirable tomake better use of the corpus for label generation.
KB for automatically annotating an unlabeled corpus with an over-
simplied assumption — two entities co-occurring in a sentence
should be labeled as their relations in the KB regardless of their con-
texts. While distant supervision automates the labeling process, it
also introduces noisy labels due to context-agnostic labeling, which
can hardly be eliminated.
In addition to KBs, labeling rules are also important means of
representing domain knowledge [27], which can be automatically
mined from large corpora [15, 23]. Labeling rules can be seen as a
set of pattern-based heuristics for matching a sentence to a relation.
These rules are much more accurate than using KBs as distant
supervision. The traditional way of using such rules is to perform
exact string matching, and a sentence is either able or unable to be
matched by a rule. This kind of hard-matching method inherently
limits the generalization of the rules for sentences with similar
semantics but dissimilar words, which consequently causes the low-
recall problem and data-insuciency for training neural models.
For example, in Fig. 1, the rule P3 can only nd S1 as one hard-
matched instance for training the model while other sentences (e.g.,
S2 and S3) should also be matched for they have a similar meaning.
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Figure 2: Comparison between previous work and the pro-
posed Nero framework. (A) Bootstrapping. (B) Data Pro-
gramming. (C) Self Learning. (D) Nero. The neural rule
grounding process enables the soft-matching between rules
and unmatched sentences using the soft rule matcher.
Many attempts have been made to RE using labeling rules and
unlabeled corpora, as summarized in Fig. 2. Rule-based bootstrapping
methods [2, 4, 16] extract relation instances from the raw corpus
by a pre-dened rule mining function (e.g., TF-IDF, CBOW) and
expanding the rule set in an iterative way to increase the coverage.
However, they still make predictions by performing hard-matching
on rules, which is context-agnostic and suers from the low-recall
problem. Also, their matching function is not learnable and thus
has trouble in extracting semantically similar sentences. Another
typical option is data programming [9, 27], which aims to anno-
tate the corpus using rules with model tting. It trains a neural
RE model using the hard-matched sentences by rules and then re-
duces the noise of rules with their proposed algorithms. However,
it does not consider the massive data that fail to be annotated by
hard-matching. Self-learning [28], as a semi-supervised framework,
does attempt to utilize unmatched sentences by using condent
predictions of a learned model. Then, they train the model again
and again by iteratively generating more condent predictions.
However, it does not explicitly model the soft matching ability of
rules over unmatched sentences, making the generated labels noisy
and unreliable in low-resource settings.
In this paper, we want to explicitly exploit labeling rules over un-
matched sentences as supervision for training better RE models, for
which we propose a NEural Rule grOunding (NERO) framework.
The Nero framework has two major modules: a sentence-level re-
lation classier and a soft rule matcher. The former aims to learn
the neural representations of sentences and classify which relation
it talks about, which serves as the outcome of Nero. We rst ap-
ply our collected rules on a raw corpus by hard matching and use
hard-matched sentences as the main training data for Nero. The un-
matched sentences are assigned with pseudo labels by the soft rule
matcher, which is a learnable module that produces matching scores
for unmatched sentences with collected rules. The key intuition
behind our soft rule matcher is that the distances between rules
and sentences can be modeled by simple cosine computations in a
new space transformed from their neural representations (e.g. word
embeddings), which can be learned by a contrastive loss. Jointly
training the two modules reinforce the quality of pseudo-labels
and then improve the performance of the relation classication
module. Specically, in a batch-mode training process, we use the
up-to-date learned soft matcher to assign all unmatched sentences
with weighted labels, which further serve as an auxiliary learning
objective for the relation classier module.
Extensive experiments on two public datasets, TACRED [40] and
Semeval [11], demonstrate that the proposed Nero consistently
outperforms baseline methods using the same resources by a large
margin. To investigate the label eciency of Nero, we further
conduct a user study to compare models trained with rules and
labeled sentences, respectively, both created under the same time
constraint. Results show that to achieve similar performance, Nero
requires about ten times fewer human eorts in annotation time
than traditional methods of gathering labels.
The contributions of our work are summarized as follows: (1)
Our proposed method, Nero, is among the rst methods that can
learn to generalize labeling rules for training an eective relation ex-
traction model, without relying on additional sentence-level labeled
data; (2) We propose a learnable rule matcher that can semantically
ground rules for sentences with similar meaning that are not able
to be hard-matched. This method also provides interpretable pre-
dictions and supports few-shot learning ability on unseen relations;
(3) We conduct extensive experiments to demonstrate the eective-
ness of our framework in a low-resource setting and show careful
investigations on the eciency of using human eorts.
2 PROBLEM FORMULATION
We rst introduce basic concepts and their notations and then
present the problem denition as well as the scope of the work.
Relation Extraction. Given a pair of entity strings (esubj, eobj),
identied as the subject and object entities respectively, the task
of relation extraction (RE) is to predict (classify) the relation r ∈ R∪
{None} between them, where R is a pre-dened set of relations of
interest. Specically, here we focus on sentence-level RE [11, 19, 40],
which aims to predict the relation of entity mention pairs in a
sentence s—i.e., identifying the label r ∈ R for an instance in the
form of (esubj, eobj; s)2 and yielding the prediction (esubj, r , eobj; s).
Labeling Rules. As an alternative to instance-level human an-
notated data (e.g., instance-label pairs), labeling rules formalize
human’s domain knowledge in a structured way, and can be either
directly used for making prediction over test instances [2], or ap-
plied to generate labeled instances for model learning [27]. Formally,
an inductive labeling rule consists of a rule body and a rule head. In
the context of relation extraction, we consider the cases where the
rule body is a textual pattern p = [subj-type; c ;obj-type], in which
c denotes a word sequence between the two entities in a sentence
(i.e., context), and subj-type and obj-type specify the entity types
of the subject and object entities required by the rule body. An
instance (esubj, eobj; s) is hard-matched by a rule p if and only if p’s
context c exactly match the context between esubj and eobj in s and
2We use “instance" and "sentence" exchangeably in the rest of the paper.
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the entity types of esubj and eobj match p’s associated entity types.
For example, sentence s1 in Fig. 1 is hard-matched by rule p3.
Such labeling rules can either be hand-written by domain experts,
or automatically generated from text corpora with a knowledge base
that shares the relations of interests. In this work, we adopt a hybrid
approach (as detailed in Sec. 3.2): 1) we rst extract surface patterns
(e.g. frequent patterns, relational phrases, etc.) as candidate rule
bodies from raw corpora (after running named entity recognition
tool) using pattern mining tools, and 2) ask human annotators
to assign relation labels (i.e., rule heads) to the rule bodies. Then,
we apply these human-annotated rules over instances from a raw
corpus to generate labeled instances (as training data). Compared to
directly annotating instances, our study will show that annotating
rules is much more label-ecient, as one rule may match many
instances in the corpus with reliable condence, generating multiple
labeled instances. Moreover, annotating rules may require similar
(or even less) time than annotating instances since they are shorter
in length, as shown in our later analysis.
Example 1 (Labeling Rule Generation). Given instances such
as {(Bill Gates, Microsoft; “Bill Gates founded Microsoft.”), (Bill Gates,
Steve Jobs; “Guests include Bill Gates and Steve Jobs.”)}, the candidate
patterns include {“subj-person founded obj-person”, “subj-person,
obj-person”} , and the rule set after human annotation includes {“subj-
person founded obj-person”→ founded_by. The second pattern is
ltered out by annotators due to its low quality.
Problem Denition. In this paper, we focus on sentence-level
relation extraction using labeling rules created by a semi-automatic
method. Specically, given a raw corpus consisting of a set of in-
stances S = {(e isubj, e iobj; s i )}Ni=1, our approach rst extracts surface
patterns {[subj-type; c ;obj-type]} as candidate rule bodies, and then
annotates them to generate labeling rules P = {pk } |P |k=1 with pk
denoting [subj-typek ; ck ;obj-typek ] → rk and rk ∈ R ∪ {None}.
Next, our framework aims to leverage both the rules P and the
corpus S to learn an eective relation classier f : S → R∪ {None}
which can predict relation for new instances in unseen sentences.
In addition to predicting relations already observed in the train-
ing phase, we aim to predict unseen relations solely based on
new rules specied for the unseen relations at the test time—i.e., a
few-shot learning scenario. Such a generalization ability is desirable
for domain adaptation. In this setting, the model is trained on a
corpus S using labeling rules dened on relation set Rc . In the
testing phase, the model is expected to make predictions on unseen
relation types Ru given some corresponding labeling rules.
Our Focus. Instead of relying on pre-existing knowledge bases to
conduct distant supervision, we focus on the scenarios where label-
ing rules are relatively cheaper and faster to obtain by automatically
inducing from large text corpora (as compared to manually curating
a KB from scratch). We study neural rule grounding to integrate
information from rules and corpora into learning an eective rela-
tion extraction model that can generalize better than solely using
rules in a hard-matching manner. We mainly use surface pattern
rules (e.g., similar to the ones used in [29]) and leave the study of
more complex rules (e.g., regular expression) as future work.
3 NEURAL RULE GROUNDING (NERO)
This section introduces the important concepts in Nero, and pro-
vides details of the framework design and learning objectives. We
rst present our key motivation, then give an overview of Nero
framework (Sec. 3.1) and introduce the details of each component
(Secs. 3.2-3.4). Lastly, we show how we jointly learn model parame-
ters in Nero for sequence encoding and rule matching (Sec. 3.5).
Motivation of Soft RuleMatching. Traditional methods of using
labeling rules for relation extraction are mainly based on exact
string/pattern matching (i.e., hard-matching), where a sentence
can be annotated by a rule if and only if it has exactly the same
surface form as the rule body. While being easy to implement and
yielding relatively high precision for the prediction, these hard-
matching methods only achieve sub-optimal performance because
of the severe low recall issue (see Fig. 1 for an example). Such a
low coverage of using rules can only produce a minimal number of
“labeled" sentences for learning a RE model, which may be far from
enough for data-hungry neural models. To address this problem,
we would like to study “soft-matching” for exploiting the rules for
relation extraction. A soft-rule matcher is proposed to semantically
match a rule even when the surfaces are dierent (e.g. “founded”
v.s. “created”). Towards improving relation extraction with soft-
matching, we would like to learn a SRM such that we can assign
pseudo-labels to sentences. Further, we can use these pseudo-labeled
sentences to learn a sentence-level relation classier.
3.1 Framework Overview
The Nero framework consists of a relation classier (RC) and a soft
rule matcher (SRM). The RC is for learning neural representations for
sequences of words, from either an instance or a rule body (Sec. 3.3).
The SRM gives a matching score to indicate the similarity between a
rule body and an instance (Sec. 3.4). Previous works [4] mostly adopt
a xed metric function (e.g., cosine similarity measure between the
sequence embeddings). In contrast, our SRM is a learnable neural
network and thus can be more eective in modeling the semantic
similarity between sentences and rule bodies. As shown in Fig. 3,
we rst apply our collected rules to a raw corpus S to perform
hard matching. S will then be divided into two subsets: “hard-
matched sentences” Smatched and “unmatched sentences” Sunmatched.
Lastly, we use SRM and rules to iteratively generate pseudo labels
over Sunmatched, while jointly learning RC and SRM with the pseudo
labels to promote a common representation space (Sec. 3.5).
3.2 Labeling Rule Generation
As introduced in Sec. 2, our candidate rule bodies (i.e., surface pat-
terns) are automatically extracted from the raw corpus. In this work,
we adopt a simple yet eective pattern mining method. Given a raw
corpus, we rst replace entities with entity type masks SUBJ/OBJ-
NER, where “NER" denotes entity type (same as the procedure in
[40]). Then we pick the word sequences between and including the
two entities as candidate rules. So each candidate rule is just a short
phrase / sentence containing two masked entities. To reduce the
annotation eorts and ensure the popularity of rules, we convert
all words to their root form using Porter stemming algorithm [35]
and only keep the rules whose stemmed form appear at least N
times in the whole corpus. Finally, we ask human annotators to
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Figure 3: Overview of the Nero framework. Each unmatched sentence is rst annotated by the soft rule matcher (SRM) to
generate pseudo labels, and then fed into the relation classier (RC) to update the model parameters. The whole framework is
trained iteratively and jointly, based on multiple loss functions as introduced in Sec. 3.5.
select rules that indicate a relation and assign labels to them. This
process is similar to label a sentence with a pre-dened relation
or None. In spite of the existence of more complex rule extrac-
tion methods such as shortest dependency path [23, 26] and meta
patterns [15], we adopt frequent word sequences in this work be-
cause their simplicity and high readability. Our framework can also
be adapted to other rule generation methods as long as they can
generate human-readable candidate rules. Regardless of their high
generalization ability, labeling rules may bias the label distribution,
e.g. per:title counts for 19% in the ocial training data while only
counts for 5.5% in the matched sentences. This domain gap poses
another challenge for learning with rules.
3.3 Relation Classier (RC)
The relation classier (named as RC) is the end product of our Nero
framework, which can represent a relation instance (e1, e2, s) into
vector embeddings. This module is general and can use various
designs (e.g., attention CNN [34], attention RNN [40, 41], and GCN
[7, 39]). In this work, we stick with the LSTM + ATT model [41].
Given a sequence of n words, we rst look up their word embed-
dings as {xt}nt=1. Then we use a bi-directional LSTM network [12] to
obtain the contextualized embeddings of each word {ht}nt=1 where
ht ∈ Rdh . Finally, we employ an attention layer [3] to get a sentence
representation c:
{ht}nt=1 = BiLSTM
({xt}nt=1) (1)
αt =
exp(vT tanh(Aht))∑n
t ′=1 exp(vT tanh(Aht′))
(2)
c =
n∑
t=1
αtht (3)
where A ∈Rda×dh , v ∈ Rda are learnable model parameters for
the attention mechanism. We can get the relation type probability
distribution by feeding Wrcc into a SoftMax layer:
RC(s, esubj, eobj) = SoftMax(Wrcc),
where Wrc ∈ Rdh×|R | is a matrix to learn. In other words, we are
using the output vector of the RC for modeling the conditional dis-
tribution of relation PθRC (r = i |s) = RC&(s, esubj, eobj)[i], meaning
that i − th element of the RC output vector as the probability of
the i-th relation for the input sentence s . The θrc denotes the set of
model parameters of RC that we need to learn, including A, v,Wrc,
and the weights of the BiLSTM.
3.4 Soft Rule Matcher (SRM)
The core component of the Nero is the soft rule matcher (named
to be SRM), which is dened as a neural function for modeling the
matching score between a sentence s and a rule pattern p. We
formulate the Soft Rule Matcher as a function SRM : (s,p) → [−1, 1].
As shown in Fig. 4, we rst map the sentence s and rule p into
the same embedding space by the RC, and then apply a distance
metric on their embeddings to get the matching score ranging from
−1 to 1. Note that a matching score of 1 indicates the sentence
can be hard-matched by the rule. Because the rules are typically
short phrases, we use word-level attention – a weighted continuous
bag-of-words model to calculate matching scores. We explored
more designs in later experiments and this part can be further
studied in future work. We represent a sentence and a rule pattern
as the sequence of the word embeddings, {xst }nt=1 and {x
p
t }mt=1,
respectively. By applying the attention on word embeddings instead
of contextualized embedding generated by LSTM, we aim to reduce
over-tting given the scarcity of rules per relation. Note that we are
using a dierent set of parameters for this word embedding-level
attention (B and v). Specically, we have
zs =
n∑
t=1
exp(uT tanh(Bxst ))∑n
t ′=1 exp(uT tanh(Bxst′))
xst , (4)
zp =
m∑
t=1
exp(uT tanh(Bxpt ))∑m
t ′=1 exp(uT tanh(Bx
p
t′))
xpt , (5)
SRM(s,p) = (Dzs)
T (Dzp)
‖Dzs‖‖Dzp‖ , (6)
where zs, zp are the representations for the sentence s and the
rule p respectively, and D is a trainable diagonal matrix which
denotes the importance of each dimension. Similar idea has been
shown eective in other tasks for capturing semantically close
phrases, and it generalizes well when only limited training data is
available [37]. In practice, a sentence may be very long and contain
much irrelevant information. So for the sentence, we only keep
the words between (and including) the subject and object entities,
which is a common practice in other rule-based RE systems [4, 26].
3.5 Joint Module Learning
We now formulate the overall learning process of Nero in a low-
resource learning scenario, where we only have collected rules
but no sentence-level labels at all. Given a raw corpus S (i.e. a
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Figure 4: Detailed architecture of the soft rule matcher (SRM).
The cosine similarity between two embeddings indicates the
degree of matching between rules and sentences.
large set of sentences without human-annotated labels) and a set
of inductive labeling rules P, we rst exactly match every rules
on S and get a set of hard-matched sentences named Smatched.
These hard-matched labels are pretty accurate3, which can serve the
purpose as training examples. The other unmatched sentences,
denoted as Sunmatched are also informative for our model, while
they are ignored by most prior works. Although not able to be
exactly matched by any rules, the unmatched sentences can seman-
tically align the meaning of some rules and thus help improve the
RE performance. By applying the SRM upon them to create pseudo-
labels, we can further utilize the hidden useful information as the
supervision for learning the nal RE model. Apart from that, the
SRM is also optimized for improving the quality of matching in the
meantime. Finally, supervision signals from Smatched, Sunmatched,
and P together train the RE model in a joint learning schema.
LearningwithHard-Matched Sentences (Smatched). As the pri-
mary goal of the learning, we want to minimize the error of the
RC in classifying relations in the sentences in Smatched respect
to their matched relation labels. Given a hard-matched sentence
s ∈ Smatched and its associated relation rs ∈ R, we aim to minimize
the cross-entropy loss Lmatched as follows.
Lmatched(θRC ) = Es∼Smatched
[− logPθRC (r = rs |s)] . (7)
Learning with Rules (P). To incorporate our collected rules for
exploit the unmatched sentences Sunmatched as well, we propose
two additional auxiliary tasks for imposing rules in the RC and SRM.
First, we can treat the rule body p ∈ P as a “sentence” and its
rule head rp as its associated label, thus forming a labeled instance
(p, rp ). With such rule-reformatted instances as training data, we
aim to minimize the error for RC in classifying them as follows. This
objective helps RC to explicitly reinforce the memory of RC about
the collected rules.
Lrules(θRC ) = Ep∼P
[− logPθRC (r = rp |p)] (8)
More importantly, we present how we utilize the rules for learn-
ing the soft rule matcher (SRM) such that we can exploit the un-
matched sentences as distant supervision. Our key motivation here
is that a good matcher should be able to clustering rules with the
same type, and thus we expect the SRM to increase the distances
between rules with dierent types and reduce the variance of the
distances between rules with the same types. Simply put, given two
3We conduct an experimental analysis on the quality of these matches in Sec. 5.
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Figure 5: The contrastive loss in learning the SRM, which in-
creases the matching score of rules with the same relation
type and decrease the matching score otherwise.
rules, their similarity score should be high if they belong to the
same relation type and low otherwise.
We use the contrastive loss [24] for this objective. Given a rule
p ∈ P and its relation rp ∈ R, we divide all the other rules with
the same relation type as P+(p) = {p′ |rp′ = rp }, and the ones with
dierent types as P−(p) = {p′ |rp′ , rp }. The contrastive loss aims
to pull the rule p closer to its most dissimilar rule in P+(p) and
in the meantime push it away from its most similar rule in P−(p).
Mathematically, the loss is dened as follows:
Lclus = Ep∼P
[
max
pi ∈P+(p)
dist+(p,pi ) − min
pj ∈P−(p)
dist−(p,pj )
]
, (9)
where the measurement of the most dissimilar same-type rule and
most similar dierent-type rule can be measured with the distances
deends as below:
dist+(p,pi ) = max
(
τ − SRM(p,pi ), 0
)2
,
dist−(p,pj ) = 1 −max
(
SRM(p,pj ), 0
)2
.
τ is a hyper-parameter for avoiding collapse of the rules’ represen-
tations. Minimizing Lclus pushes the matching scores of rules that
are of the same relation type up to τ and pull the matching score
down to 0 otherwise. Without labels about the alignment between
rules P and unmatched sentences Sunmatched, this objective can
be seen as a secondary supervision for SRM to train the parameters
θSRM using P itself only by this contrastive loss.
Learningwith Unmatched Sentences (Sunmatched). We use the
SRM to label unmatched sentences Sunmatched (see Fig. 3). As the
labels generated by the SRM may be noisy, we propose to use pseudo-
labeling [17] with instance weighting [14] to alleviate the noise.
Each unmatched sentence is weighed by the matching score from
the SRM. Specically, for each unmatched sentence s ∈ Sunmatched,
we rst apply the SRM to compute its matching scores with each
rule p ∈ P and then assign the pseudo-label to the sentence s as
the relation of the highest-score rule rpˆ , where
pˆ = argmax
p∈P
SRM(s,p).
The corresponding weight for a particular pseudo-labeled instance,
(si , pˆi ), is the SoftMax over all the sentences (in a mini-batch when
training; see Sec. 4.1 for more details):
ws =
exp(σSRM(s, pˆi ))∑
s ′∈Sunmatched exp(σSRM(s ′, pˆj ))
, (10)
where σ represents the temperature of the SoftMax function. The
loss function for each batch of unmatched sentences would be:
Lunmatched(θRC ) = Es∼Sunmatched
[
−ws logPθRC (r = rpˆ |s)
]
. (11)
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Algorithm 1: Optimization of Nero model
Input: A raw corpus S, pre-dened relations R ∪ {None}.
Output: A relation classier f : S → R ∪ {None}.
Extract candidate rules from S with pattern mining tools.
Ask human annotators to select and label the candidate rules to get P.
Partition S into Smatched and Sunmatched by hard-matching with P.
while L in Eq. 3.5 not converge do
Sample batch Bm = {(si , ri )}ni=1 from Smatched.
Update Lmatched by Eq. 7.
Sample batch Bu = {sj }mj=1 from Sunmatched.
foreach s ∈ Bu do
Find highest-scored rule pˆ and pseudo label rpˆ by SRM.
Update Lunmatched by Eq. 12.
Update Lrules by Eq. 8.
foreach p ∈ P do
Calculate SRM (p, p′) for each p′ ∈ P − {p }.
Update Lclus.
L = Lmatched + α · Lrules + β · Lclus + γ · Lunmatched.
Update model parameters w.r.t. L.
Joint Optimization Objective. The whole framework is jointly
trained under the overall loss function:
L(θRC,θSRM) = Lmatched(θRC) +
α · Lrules(θRC) + β · Lclus(θSRM) + γ · Lunmatched(θRC).
To sum up, the proposed Nero framework has two trainable com-
ponents: a relation classier (RC) and a soft rule matcher (SRM) with
their specic parameters (θRC and θSRM). Our primary task is to
minize the error of the RC on the hard-matched sentences (Lmatched).
To exploit the unmatched sentences with collected rules, we rst
let RC to explicitly learn the rules with the objective of rule classi-
cation (Lrules) and also learn the SRM with the help of contrastive
loss (Lclus) for clustering rules. We jointly learn the two modules by
connecting them through pseudo-labeling on the unmatched sen-
tences with the SRM and then expect the RC has better performance
on such pseudo-labeled unmatched sentences as well (Lunmatched).
4 MODEL LEARNING AND INFERENCE
In this section, we introduce the specic training details of our
proposed framework, and how the model conduct inference.
4.1 Parameter Learning of Nero
Nero starts with a raw corpus S and pre-dened relations R ∪
{None}. It rst extracts candidate rules fromS with pattern mining
tools, then asks human annotators to select and label the rules to
get the rule set P. Before training, Nero does a quick pass of S
by hard-matching to split it into hard-matched sentences Smatched
and unmatched sentences Sunmatched. Both of them are utilized to
train the relation classier RC in a joint-training manner. Algorithm
1 summarizes the overall training procedure.
The joint training objective is eciently optimized by batch-
mode training. Specically, in each training step we random sample
a batch of hard-matched sentences Bm from Smatched, and then
calculate the average cross-entropy loss in the batch by Lmatched.
Similarly, we sample Bu from Sunmatched, and generate the pseudo-
labels with the entire rule set P, and calculate normalized weights
Dataset # Train / Dev / Test # Relations # Rules # matched Sent.
TACRED [40] 75,049 /25,763 / 18,659 42 270 1,630
SemEval [11] 7,199 /800 / 1,864 19 164 1,454
Table 1: Statistics for TACRED and SemEval datasets.
for Lunmatched by:
ws =
exp(σSRM(s, pˆi ))∑
s ′∈Bu exp(σSRM(s ′, pˆj ))
,
Lunmatched(θRC ) =
1
|Bu |
∑
s ∈Bu
[
−ws logPθRC (r = rpˆ |s)
]
.
(12)
The normalized instance weights ensure the scale of Lunmatched
to be stable across dierent steps. Finally, we calculates Lrules and
Lclus with the entire P. For Lrules, the loss is averaged for all p ∈ P.
For Lclus, we take all p ∈ P to calculate the contrastive loss w.r.t.
P − {p}, and average the losses. We do not sample P due to the
relatively small number of rules and simple structure of the soft
rule matcher (SRM). We stop training when the joint training loss
L converges and take RC as the output. Note that word vectors
are also trainable parameters which are initialized by pre-trained
embeddings.
4.2 Model Inference
Model inference in Nero aims at predicting the relation of a new
sentence. Intuitively, we can give out a prediction by passing the
sentence through the RC and a return the relation with highest
probability as the prediction. As an alternative, we can also predict
the relation using the SRM. Given a sentence, we can rst nd the
most similar rule and return its rule head as the prediction. This
alternative way of inference can be applied for predicting unseen
relations given new rules in the testing time. In experiments, the
rst method shows much better performance, since RC can capture
rich contextual information while the SRM cannot.
For predicting “None” examples, our model lters out the pre-
dictions that our model are least certain4 about. Specically, we
measure the uncertainty using the entropy of softmax distribution
or the similarity score produced by SRM.
5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we rst introduce the datasets and compared baseline
methods. Then, we illustrate detailed set up and present extensive
experiments with discussion and analysis. Finally, we conduct user
studies to investigate the eciency of our proposed approach.
5.1 Data Preparation
We choose two public and widely-used sentence-level relation ex-
traction datasets in our experiments (see Tab. 1) as follows. For both
datasets, we construct the rule set as illustrated in Section 3.25.
• TACRED [40] (TAC relation extraction dataset) contains
more than 100,000 sentences categorized into 42 relation
types. Among the sentences, 79.5% of the examples are la-
beled as None. We construct 270 rules which 1,630 hard-
matched sentences in the ocial training data;
4A threshold δ tuned on dev set is used.
5We lter candidate patterns by requiring frequency ≥ 3.
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• SemEval 2010 Task 8 [11] contains about 10,000 sentences
with 19 relation types, where 17.4% of the sentences are
None. We construct 164 rules which hard-match 1,454 in-
stances in the ocial training data.
5.2 Compared Methods
Recall Sec. 3.5, we rst apply hard-matching on the unlabeled sen-
tences and partition them into hard-matched sentences (Smatched)
and unmatched sentences (Sunmatched). Our framework is applica-
ble in both training with Smatched and training with Smatched ∪
Sunmatched. Thus, we compare our models with rule-based methods,
supervised methods and semi-supervised methods. For both semi-
supervised and supervised methods, we use the hard-matched sen-
tences as the training data for comparing under the same setting.
The main experiments evaluate the ability of using rules for im-
proving RE.
Rule-based Baseline Methods. We apply the following models
on Smatched ∪ Sunmatched: (1) CBOW-GloVe adopts continuous bag-
of-words [21] on GloVe embeddings [25] to represent a sentence
or rule body, which labels a sentence using its most similar rule
(in cosine distance). (2) BREDS [4] is a rule-based bootstrapping
method originally designed for corpus-level RE. Given some entity
pairs as seeds, it alternates between extracting new rules and new
entity pairs. BREDS performs soft matching between rules and
sentences using average word embeddings. In our experiments, we
apply the set of rules learned by BREDS to perform hard-matching
over the test sentences at the prediction time. (3) The Neural
Rule Engine (NRE [18]) is an unsupervised method of soft-matching.
It generalizes given rules by rst performing unigram matching for
each token in the rules using CNN, then accumulates the matching
scores of all tokens along the parsed tree structure. When used for
prediction, NRE performs soft-matching on the given rules.
Supervised Baseline Methods. We apply the following methods
on Smatched: (1) PCNN [38] represents each token using both word
embeddings and positional embeddings. Convolution and piece-
wise max pooling layer are performed to produce the sentence
embedding. (2) LSTM+ATT adopts bi-directional LSTM and atten-
tion mechanism [3] to produce a sentence embedding, which is fed
into a fully-connected layer and a softmax classier to predict the
relation. (3) PA-LSTM [40] extends the LSTM model by incorporat-
ing positional information into attention mechanism, and achieved
state-of-the-art performance on TACRED. (4) Data Programming
[9, 27] denoises the conicted rules by learning their accuracy and
correlation structures. (5) LSTM+ATT (Smatched + P) extends the
LSTM+ATT model by also using rules as training data. It serves as
the base model for all semi-supervised baselines.
Semi-Supervised Baseline Methods. To make fair comparisons
with NERO, we also regard labeling rules as training data (same
to Lrules) and use LSTM+ATT (Smatched + P) as the base model.
We apply the following methods on Smatched ∪ Sunmatched ∪ P:
(1) Pseudo-Labeling [17] trains the network using labeled and
unlabeled data simultaneously. Pseudo-Labels are created for un-
labeled data by picking up the class with the maximum predicted
probability and are used as if they are labeled data during train-
ing. (2) Self-Training [28] iteratively trains the model using
labeled dataset and expands the labeled set using the most condent
Method / Dataset TACRED SemEval
Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1
Rules 85.0 11.4 20.1 81.2 17.2 28.5
BREDS [4] 53.8 20.3 29.5 62.0 24.5 35.1
CBOW-GloVe 27.9 45.7 34.6 44.0 52.8 48.0
NRE [18] 65.2 17.2 27.2 78.6 18.5 30.0
PCNN [38] 44.5 ± 0.4 24.1 ± 2.8 31.1 ± 2.6 59.1 ± 1.4 43.0 ± 0.7 49.8 ± 0.5
LSTM+ATT 38.1 ± 2.7 39.6 ± 2.7 38.8 ± 2.4 64.5 ± 2.8 53.3 ± 2.8 58.2 ± 0.8
PA-LSTM [40] 39.8 ± 2.5 40.2 ± 2.0 39.0 ± 0.6 64.0 ± 3.6 54.2 ± 2.5 58.5 ± 0.6
Data Programming [27] 39.2 ± 1.3 40.1 ± 2.0 39.7 ± 0.9 61.8 ± 2.1 54.8 ± 1.1 58.1 ± 0.7
LSTM+ATT (Smatched+P) 39.2 ± 1.7 45.5 ± 1.7 42.1 ± 0.9 63.4 ± 2.1 55.0 ± 0.3 58.8 ± 0.9
Pseudo-Labeling [17] 34.5 ± 4.1 37.4 ± 5.1 35.3 ± 0.8 59.4 ± 3.3 55.8 ± 2.1 57.4 ± 1.3
Self-Learning [28] 37.8 ± 3.5 41.1 ± 3.1 39.2 ± 2.1 62.3 ± 2.0 53.0 ± 2.7 57.1 ± 1.0
Mean-Teacher [33] 46.0 ± 2.7 41.6 ± 2.2 43.6 ± 1.3 62.3 ± 1.5 54.5 ± 1.2 57.9 ± 0.5
DualRE [19] 40.2 ± 1.5 42.8 ± 2.0 41.7 ± 0.5 63.7 ± 2.8 54.6 ± 2.1 58.6 ± 0.8
NERO w/o Sunmatched 41.9 ± 1.8 44.3 ± 3.8 42.9 ± 1.4 61.4 ± 2.4 56.2 ± 1.9 58.6 ± 0.6
NERO-SRM 45.6 ± 2.2 45.2 ± 1.2 45.3 ± 1.0 54.8 ± 1.6 55.2 ± 2.0 54.9 ± 0.6
NERO 54.0 ± 1.8 48.9 ± 2.2 51.3 ± 0.6 66.0 ± 1.5 55.8 ± 0.9 60.5 ± 0.7
Table 2: Performance comparison (in %) of relation extrac-
tion on the TACRED and SemEval datasets. We report the
mean and standard deviation of the evaluation metrics by
conducting 5 runs of training and testing using dierent
random seeds. We use LSTM+ATT (Smatched + P) as the base
model for all semi-supervised baselines and our models.
predictions among the unlabeled set. This procedure stops when
unlabeled data is exhausted. (3) Mean-Teacher [33] assumes that
data points with small dierences should have similar outputs. We
perturb each unlabeled sentence using word dropout and regular-
ize their outputs to be similar. (4) DualRE [19] jointly trains a
relation prediction and a retrieval module which mutually enhance
each other by selecting high-quality instances from unlabeled data.
Variants of Nero. (1) Nero w/o Sunmatched removes the loss on
unmatched sentences and only use Smatched and P in model train-
ing. It only performs hard-matching on rules. (2) Nero-SRM has
the same training objective as Nero, but uses the soft rule matcher
(SRM) to make predictions. Given a sentence, Nero-SRM nds the
most similar rule and returns the rule head as the prediction. It can
be taken as a context-agnostic version of Nero (Sec. 4.2).
5.3 Experiment Settings
Implementation. We implement most baselines from the scratch
using Tensorow 1.10 [1] except for those that have released their
codes (like PA-LSTM and DualRE). We adapt the baselines to our
setting. For supervised and semi-supervised baselines, we use the
hard-matched sentences (Smatched) as the “labeled data” and the
unmatched sentences (Sunmatched) as the “unlabeled data”.
Training details. We use pre-trained Glove embeddings [25] to
initialize the word embeddings and ne-tune them during training.
For NERO, We set the batch size to 50 for hard-matched sentences,
and 100 for unmatched sentences. For other baselines, we set the
batch size to 50. To exclude the possibility that NERO takes ad-
vantage of a larger batch size, we also tried a batch size of 150
for other baselines but it shown no dierence in performance. To
reduce over-tting, we adopt the entity masking technique [40]
and replace the subject and object with subj/obj–ner and regard
them as normal tokens. We use a two-layer bi-directional LSTM as
the encoder. The hidden dimension is 100 for the LSTM, and 200 for
the attention layers. We set β , γ , τ to 0.05, 0.5, and 1.0 respectively.
We set α to 1.0 for TACRED, and 0.1 for SemEval. The temperature
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Figure 6: Performance w.r.t. dierent number of rules and
human-annotated labels on TACRED. We show dierent
models’ F1 scores and number of rules or labels used for
training the corresponding model.
θ in instance weighting is set to 10. We apply dropout [30] after the
LSTM with a rate of 0.5. All models are optimized using AdaGrad
[6] with initial learning rate 0.5 and decay rate 0.95. For models that
require the prediction of None (including Nero and all supervised
/ semi-supervised baselines), we select the threshold (see 4.2) from
range [0.0, 1.0] based on the dev set.
5.4 Performance Comparison
Rule-based Models. We rst compare the models that solely use
rules, as shown in Table 2. Hard-matching with rules achieves a high
precision (85% on TACRED) but suers from the low-recall problem
due to its failure in matching instances with similar meanings (only
11.4% on TACRED). Bootstrapping methods (such as BREDS) and
unsupervised soft-matching methods (such as NRE) manage to cover
more instances (6% gain in recall on TACRED dataset), but they fail
to capture contextual information.
Models Trained on Smatched. Neural networks are capable of
tting the hard-matched data, but they suer from over-tting due
to the small data size. Adding the pattern encoder loss (Lrules) and
the soft matching loss (Lclus) boosts the performance by a huge
margin, as indicated by LSTM+ATT (Smatched + P) and NERO
w/o Sunmatched). However, their performance is still far from sat-
isfactory, since they cannot utilize large amounts of unmatched
sentences. Data programming does not bring any improvement
because our rule mining and labeling method rarely introduces
conicted labeling rules. Hence, data programming with our rules
is the same as LSTM+ATT.
Models Trained on Smatched ∪ Sunmatched ∪ P. Table 2 shows
the results for methods that incorporate unmatched data and rules.
For methods that actively create labels for unmatched data, namely
pseudo-labeling, self-learning and DualRE, their performance is
even worse than the supervised counterparts (LSTM+ATT (Smatched+
P)). It is due to the fact that in low resource setting, the model
performance is so low that the created labels are very noisy. Mean-
Teacher manages to improve model performance on TACRED, but
only by a small margin. Our proposed model, NERO, is relatively
indierent to the noise due to the soft rule matcher, which learns
directly from similar textual sentences. This results in a signicant
gain in precision (14% on TACRED) and recall (4% on TACRED) over
the semi-supervised baselines. Compared to TACRED, the improve-
ment on SemEval is much smaller (only 1.7% in F1). We hypothesize
it is because the sentences in SemEval are quite short and contain
very simple rule patterns. Thus, the soft-matched sentences can
hardly provide additional information. We also try to predict with
the soft rule matcher, but the performance is lower in F1 (45.3% on
TACRED and 54.9% on SemEval) since it cannot capture contextual
information.
5.5 Performance Analysis
1. Performance on Various Amounts of Rules and Human
Annotated Labels. To show that our rules are more powerful
than human-annotated labels, we show the performance of models
trained with dierent number of rules (30%, 50%, 70% and 100%) and
the number of labels required to reach comparable performance
using supervised baseline (LSTM+ATT). We random sample sub-
sets of rules w.r.t. each relation to avoid extreme cases where some
relations are not sampled at all. We conduct 5 runs of sampling and
training and report the average performance. As shown in Figure
6, Nero consistently outperforms other methods by a huge margin,
and its performance increases with the number of rules (from 42.3%
to 51.3%). Mean-Teacher also outperforms the base model especially
when the number of rules is small, but its performance does not
increase much (from 41.3% to 43.6%). It shows that Mean-Teacher
generalizes well in low-resource setting but cannot fully utilize
the knowledge in rules. In terms of label eciency, one rule in
NERO is equivalent to 10 human-annotated labels in model per-
formance. Even in the base model LSTM+ATT (Smatched + P), one
rule is still equivalent to about 4 labels. It demonstrates the superior
generalization ability of rules over labels.
2. Performance on Various Amounts of the Raw Corpus. To
test the robustness of our model, we plot the performance curve
in Fig. 7 when dierent amounts of raw corpus are available on
TACRED. Again, Nero outperforms all methods, and its F1 score
positively correlates to the amount of available data (from 43.4%
to 51.3%). We also observe similar phenomena in other methods
(all based on LSTM+ATT (Smatched + P) model), which show that
matching on rules provides additional knowledge to model training.
Just memorizing these rules with a neural model leads to very bad
performance. Also, we observe that with only 10% of data, our nal
model (NERO) already outperforms the best supervised baseline
NERO w/o Sunmatched. This indicates that soft matching module
can utilize the raw corpus and rules in a more data-ecient way.
3. Performance on Unseen Relations. To show that NERO has
the capacity of predicting unseen relations, we evaluate NERO
on relations unseen in training. In the experiment, we randomly
sample 5 relations as unseen relations and repeat the experiment
10 times. In each time, we use the same sets of unseen relations
and the same random seed for all methods. We remove the sampled
relations (both sentences and rules) in training while keeping only
them in testing. We sample sentences of other relations as None
relation in testing with the same ratio as the raw corpus (79.5%
for TACRED and 17.4% for SemEval). Moreover, since the special
tokens subj/obj-ner are out-of-vocabulary in both Glove and BERT,
we only use the words between two entities in encoding and only
use rules with the same entity types to the sentence in inference. To
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Figure 7: Performance of dierent semi-supervised models
trained using various amounts of unlabeled sentences ran-
domly sampled from the raw corpus on TACRED.
TACRED SemEval
Method P R F1 P R F1
Rule (exact match) 100 6.1 10.8 83.2 17.7 28.2
CBOW-GloVe 52.4 86.3 64.7 40.3 45.5 34.7
BERT-base (freezed) 66.2 76.8 69.5 37.8 33.2 35.3
NERO 61.4 80.5 68.9 43.0 54.1 45.5
Table 3: Performance on predicting unseen relations. NERO
applies the learned soft rule matcher on unseen relation
rules to make predictions.
make predictions by NERO, we nd the most similar rule using soft
rule matcher. Baseline models include exact rule matching, cosine
similarity of average Glove embedding, and cosine similarity of
pre-trained BERT embedding [5]. As shown in Table 3, our soft rule
matcher achieves similar or better performance compared to all
baselines. It shows that instead of just memorizing the rules and
the corresponding relation types, the soft rule matcher also learns
knowledge about how to better perform rule matching and can
even generalize to unseen relations.
5.6 Model Ablation Study
1. Eect of Dierent Loss Functions. To show the ecacy of
our proposed losses (Lclus, Lunmatched and Lrules), we conduct ab-
lation study on loss functions by removing one loss function at a
time. As shown in Table 4, all three losses contributes to the nal
performance, while Lunmatched helps the most, which proves the
eectiveness of soft-matching. When removing the contrastive loss
Lclus, the F1 score drops from 51.3 to 46.4, which shows the eective-
ness of a trainable SRM. The Lrules loss also brings improvement,
similar to including more training instances.
Objective Precision Recall F1
L (ours) 54.0 48.9 51.3
−Lrules 50.0 47.7 49.0
−Lclus 50.9 43.0 46.4
−Lunmatched 41.9 44.3 42.9
Table 4: Ablation Study of Dierent Training Objectives on
TACRED dataset. We remove each loss term one at a time.
2. Eect ofDierent Soft-matchingModels.Besides word-level
attention, we also try other soft matching mechanisms including
CBOW-Glove, LSTM+ATT, and BERT-base (both freezed and ne-
tuned). All methods rst summarize the sentences / rules into vector
representations, then calculate the matching scores by cosine sim-
ilarity. We report their performance in Table 5. We observe that
our method achieves the best performance despite of its simplic-
ity. To our surprise, BERT-base performs much worse than our
method. In the experiment we nd that BERT tends to given high
matching scores for all sentence-rule pairs so our framework cannot
distinguish the false pseudo-labels from reliable ones.
Objective Precision Recall F1
CBOW-Glove 49.4 43.5 46.2
LSTM+ATT 56.2 46.0 50.6
BERT-base (freezed) 45.6 47.6 46.5
BERT-base (ne-tuned) 50.3 45.8 47.9
Word-level attention (ours) 54.0 48.9 51.3
Table 5: Ablation study of dierent soft-matching models
for NERO on the TACRED dataset.
3. Sensitivity Analysis of Model Hyper-parameters. The most
important hyper-parameters in NERO are α , β , γ , and τ . We test
the sensitivity of these parameters on TACRED. We adjust one
hyper-parameter at a time and remain the other three unchanged.
The results are shown in Figure 8. We observe that for τ and β ,
there exists a wide interval where the F1 score remains stable. For
α and γ , the F1 score hardly changes with the choice of their values.
This is because that Lmatched, Lclus, and Lrules quickly drop to 0 and
Lunmatched dominates the joint loss in the training phase, and the
impact of γ is lessened by adaptive subgradient method (AdaGrad).
Figure 8: Sensitivity analysis of τ , α , β , andγ onTACRED.We
report themean and standard deviation F1 score by conduct-
ing 5 runs of experiments using dierent random seeds.
5.7 Case Study
Study on Label Eciency. To test the label eciency of rules and
sentences in real scenarios, we ask 5 college students in computer
science to annotate frequent candidate rules (with frequency ≥
3) and the unlabeled sentences, during a 40-minute period. For
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Figure 9: Output visualization of SRM. Left: attention weights of words and the soft matching scores between a rule and three
sentences. Right: cosine similarity matrix between word embeddings learned with the contrastive loss.
annotating sentences, they are required to provide labels from the
pre-dened relation set R ∪ None. For annotating candidate rules,
they are required to lter out uninformative rules (e.g. “subj-person
and obj-person”) and assign labels to the remaining ones. For each
candidate rule, they are further given an example of hard-matched
sentence to help understand the meaning and context of the rule.
Then we use each user’s annotations to train the RE model. We use
LSTM+ATT for labeled sentences and Nero for rules.
We report the average number of selected rules / labeled sen-
tences and performance of trained RE model every 5 minutes in
Figure 10. We observe that getting rules is nearly as fast as getting
labels but is much more ecient. With the same annotation time,
NERO can already learn a good RE classier (with 41.3% F1), while
LSTM+ATT cannot learn anything from the labels. In just 40 min-
utes, NERO can achieve comparable performance to 1000 labels
(refer to Figure 6), which requires about 320 minutes to annotate.
Figure 10: Study on label eciency. Average number of rules
/ sentences labeled by annotators (dashed line) are shown
on the x-axis over the left-hand side; and the performance
of models trained with these corresponding labeled rules /
sentences (solid line) are shown on the x-axis over the right-
hand side. We use NERO and LSTM+ATT as the base model
for the labeling rules and sentences, respectively.
Interpretability of Soft Rule Grounding. Fig. 9 gives an exam-
ple of the similarity matrix, showing that our soft matching module
learns meaningful representations of rules for soft matching. The
left part of the gure presents 1) which words are more important
for building attention-pooled rule/sentence representations, and
2) the soft matching scores between the rule and three sentences.
We also show two concrete examples of attention matrix in the
right part. For each word-pair between a rule and a sentence, we
visualize the cosine similarity matrix between word representations
learned with the contrastive loss. While the word “chairman” in our
rule matches perfectly with the same surface word in the sentence,
it also has a high similarity score with “Chief” and “Executive”.
6 RELATEDWORK
Relation Extraction. Traditional corpus-level RE systems take a
rule-based approach, in which rules are either handcrafted [10]
or automatically learned from the corpus [2, 4]. Although feature-
based soft matching methods (e.g. TF-IDF, CBOW) are used in rule
mining, the inference (i.e, labeling new sentences) is still done by
hard-matching, which leads to high precision but low recall due
to the low coverage of rules. While we use a trainable matching
function, which is more powerful than prior feature-based meth-
ods. And we apply soft-matching to both training and inference
phase in a consistent manner. Recent RE models successfully apply
deep neural networks with the help of large scale datasets such
as SemEval [11] and TACRED [40]. PCNN [38] and PA-LSTM [40]
are proposed to infuse task-specic features into models. However,
these fully supervised models will fail when only rules and raw
corpus are available. This motivates us to propose a model that can
fully incorporate the information from both rules and raw corpus.
Semi-supervised Learning. Our work is relevant to semi-supervised
learning, if we consider rule-annotated data as labeled among
the corpus, e.g., self learning [28], mean-teacher [33], and semi-
supervised VAE [36]. In relation extraction, one line of work pro-
poses to alleviate the low recall problem in rule-based approach
using bootstrapping framework [2] and revised pattern matching
[4, 8]. However, their settings are tailored for corpus-level RE. An-
other line of work applies self-learning framework in supervised
learning models. However, These models turn out to be ineective
in rule-labeled data due to potentially large dierence in label dis-
tribution, and the generated psuedo-labels may be quite noisy in
low-resource setting.
Neural-Symbolic Learning. Neural networks generalize well on
large amounts of data, while rules encode domain knowledge and
are interpretable. There are works that exploit the advantages of
both. [13] introduces a knowledge distillation framework to in-
corporate FOL rules in supervised neural network models. [20]
integrates regular expressions into neural network at the input
level, model level, and output level. The neural rule engine [18]
learns directly from rules by soft unigram matching and neural
composition modules. Recently, some work [9, 31] proposes to train
a RE classier from natural language explanations, which are rst
transformed to labeling rules by a semantic parser then used to
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label the corpus by hard-matching. But none of them utilizes the
data that cannot be matched by rules, which is of massive amount.
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we explored sentence-level relation extraction in a
low-resource setting, where automatically mined surface patterns
are annotated to form labeling rules. We proposed a principled
neural Rule Grounding model (NERO) in which a soft rule matcher
is responsible for learning the rule-sentence matching score. A
joint training algorithm is proposed to leverage the information
from rules, hard-matched sentences, and unmatched sentences.
Experiments on two public datasets proved the eectiveness of our
framework. Future work includes extending soft rule matcher to
more general rules (e.g., regular expressions) and combining signals
from both RE model and soft rule matcher on unlabeled data.
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